The National Council on Teacher Quality’s 2014 Teacher Prep Review recognized DBU as the #1 elementary teacher preparation program in the nation!

For more information on DBU’s Teacher Preparation Program, contact Dr. Neil Dugger, Dean of the College of Education. 214.333.5200 or neil@dbu.edu
“On behalf of the DBU College of Education, we are thrilled that NCTQ has confirmed our long-held belief that Dallas Baptist has excellent elementary and secondary teacher preparation programs. Our students are selected using high standards. They spend many more hours in the classroom than required by the state, and we consistently engage our alumni after they graduate and pursue their teaching careers. We know that quality teachers, especially Christian teachers, are necessary to make a difference in students’ lives and to transform public education. Our graduates fulfill the DBU mission of servant leadership every day.”

Dr. Neil Dugger, Dean
Dorothy M. Bush College of Education

INTEGRATING FAITH & LEARNING. DEVELOPING SERVANT LEADERS.